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KEVIN J. HAYES

Introduction

The Heritage and Legacy of Raging Bull

Martin Scorsese’s Raging Bull (1980) represents American filmmaking
at its best. Since its initial release, the film has garnered a significant
critical reputation. It has been called the greatest film of the 1980s,
the greatest boxing film ever made, the greatest sports film ever made,
and, indeed, one of the greatest films of all time. Superlatives abound
whenever people talk about Raging Bull. Not only is it an exemplary
cinematic work, it is also a cultural icon representing a rich cross
section of themes, issues, and characters that reflect American culture
in ways that typical Hollywood films do not. Furthermore, Raging
Bull is a highly personal film. It reflects Scorsese’s unique personal
vision, captures the personality of the brutal but all-too-human Jake
La Motta, and perpetuates the intimate working relationship between
Scorsese and his star Robert De Niro.

Around the time Scorsese was making Alice Doesn’t Live Here
Anymore (1974), De Niro gave him a copy of Raging Bull, the autobiog-
raphy of Jake La Motta, which La Motta co-wrote with Joseph Carter,
a miscellaneous writer, and Peter Savage, a longtime friend who fig-
ures prominently in the book as Pete, a partner in Jake’s early criminal
activities and in his subsequent success in boxing. Later becoming
acquainted with Savage, Scorsese found him to be “an amazing char-
acter.” Scorsese generally enjoyed reading La Motta’s autobiography,
but it seemed to him that Savage was most responsible for its con-
tent. Discussing Savage’s influence on the book, Scorsese observed,
“He put a dramatic structure on Jake’s chaotic existence. It wasn’t so
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much Jake speaking about himself as Pete explaining Jake to Jake!”
(MSI, 85).

De Niro, of course, presented the book hoping that Scorsese would
adapt it for the cinema and that he would cast him in the lead. The
work appealed to De Niro because it contained what he called “some
good scenes,” meaning scenes with “dramatic possibilities, and irony,
and humor, and something that people can relate to” (Kelly, 122–
123). In the book, Jake is a despicable character, but De Niro did
not see Jake’s despicability as a barrier to bringing his story to the
cinema. Early in the book, Jake apparently beats a man to death,
commits several robberies, and rapes a young woman. None of these
episodes deterred De Niro’s enthusiasm for the project.

La Motta’s autobiography does possess cinematic sensibilities. In
the book, motion pictures give Jake a means of interpreting his per-
sonal past. Throughout the narrative, Jake uses film analogies to ex-
plain his actions. He compares the act of remembering his past to
“looking at an old black-and-white movie . . . a string of poorly lit se-
quences, some of them with no beginning and some with no end.”
Recalling a robbery he and Pete attempted, he compares their phys-
ical movements to those of “movie soldiers walking very carefully
over some terrain, afraid of stepping on land mines.” To stop Jake
from brazenly challenging some local hoods at one point in the story,
Pete yells, “Now listen, you’re not in some goddam gangster movie,
so don’t act stupid.” Taking Pete to the hospital after he has been
shot, Jake finds that the emergency ward “was fast and efficient the
way it is in the movies.”1

Whereas Scorsese would end Jake’s story with him practicing his
stage routine in the dressing room of the Barbizon Plaza, the autobi-
ography continues the story beyond this point in Jake’s life. Around
the time of his performance at the Barbizon, Jake was starting to
get some dramatic roles on stage, on television, and in films. Pete,
amazingly enough, had become a filmmaker himself. Directing and
producing a film entitled A House in Naples (1970), Pete cast Jake in
a leading part. In his closing pages, Jake mentions some additional
dramatic roles he played, without mentioning a small part he had in
a major film: Jake plays the bartender who dispenses drinks to Paul
Newman and Piper Laurie in The Hustler (1961).
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Shortly before describing his budding career as a stage performer
and movie actor in the autobiography, Jake relates a low point in his
life. After leaving Miami and returning to New York, he eventually
became so broke that he was forced to work on a maintenance crew in
Central Park. Being between wives, he was living in a crummy hotel
room and, with little else to do, he amused himself by reading all the
paperbacks he could find. The volumes on this urban pugilist’s book-
shelf apparently included Robert Ardrey’s The Territorial Imperative,
one of the few books Jake specifically mentions by title.2 It is hard
to say whether Jake really read The Territorial Imperative at this point
in his life. He could have. The book was widely available in cheap
paperback editions, and it was translated into many languages. Film
enthusiasts may recognize it as the book Jean Yanne reads to Mireille
Darc in Jean-Luc Godard’s Week-end (1967).

The reference to The Territorial Imperative within La Motta’s au-
tobiography seems so appropriate that it may reflect Peter Savage’s
shaping hand more than Jake’s actual reading tastes. One of those
pseudoscientific works that occasionally capture the popular imagi-
nation, The Territorial Imperative emphasizes the instinctual basis of
human behavior and offers numerous parallels between man and an-
imal. Man, like his animal ancestors, requires the possession of ter-
ritory to fulfill his most basic needs. In the passage Godard quoted
in Week-end, for example, the hippopotamus marks its territory with
fecal matter, which it disperses with its tail. Performing a private
activity within the collective space of a pond, the hippo reveals
its acceptance of collective behavior. Despite the popularity of The
Territorial Imperative, serious readers scoffed at Ardrey’s ideas when
it appeared, and the book has been all but forgotten now. Situated
within the life story of a boxer known as a raging bull, however,
Ardrey’s ideas about man’s instinctual animal-like nature retain a
strange relevance.

De Niro’s presentation copy of Raging Bull did not immediately
convince Scorsese to undertake a film adaptation of La Motta’s story.
At first, Scorsese was unconvinced that a film version of the book was
feasible or, for that matter, desirable. Besides, he and De Niro had two
other films already planned for the coming years, Taxi Driver (1976)
and New York, New York (1977). Still, Scorsese did not reject the idea
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outright. Perhaps the clearest indication that the Raging Bull project
remained a possibility is the repeated appearance of Peter Savage on
Scorsese’s set. Savage even finagled himself into the cast of two films.
In Taxi Driver, he plays The John, and in New York, New York, he plays
Horace Morris’s assistant.

The disappointing reception of New York, New York, a film Scorsese
poured his heart into, put him into a blue funk. As an homage to
the Hollywood musical, New York, New York pleased genuine cinema
aficionados, but it disappointed many of the fans Scorsese had gained
with such works as Mean Streets (1973) and Taxi Driver, viewers who
had no nostalgia for the New York of decades past and preferred a
grittier image of the city, complete with, in Travis Bickle’s words,
whores, skunk pussies, buggers, queens, fairies, dopers, and junkies.
Raging Bull, Scorsese came to realize, would allow him to return to
the world he had created in Mean Streets and Taxi Driver. Eventually,
he came to see Raging Bull as completing a cycle he had started with
Mean Streets.3

Shrewdly, De Niro also presented a copy of Raging Bull to Mardik
Martin, an old friend of Scorsese’s since their film school days at NYU
with whom he had collaborated on Mean Streets. Despite Scorsese’s
hesitance, Martin began turning La Motta’s autobiography into a
screenplay. Martin spent two years researching and writing differ-
ent versions of the story, but not he, De Niro, Scorsese, or producer
Irwin Winkler were satisfied with the results. “When Mardik came
in with Raging Bull,” Scorsese recalled, “it was like Rashomon. He
got twenty-five versions of the story because all the characters were
alive.”4

Martin was quietly relieved when Winkler took him off the project.
He handed all of his various drafts and research materials to Paul
Schrader, who reshaped Martin’s disparate materials into something
close to a final version of the screenplay. Most importantly, Schrader
was responsible for the film’s basic structure: he was the one who, in
Scorsese’s words, “had the idea of opening with the speech on the
stage and linking that with Jake’s first defeat, in Cleveland” (MSI, 88).

Even after Schrader completed his script there were still parts of it
that the others, especially Winkler, found dissatisfying. Schrader had
written what he called “one of the best soliloquies I ever wrote, a
two- or three-page masturbation monologue, which happens when
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1. ‘‘I am not an animal.”

Jake is in his jail cell. It was to be the climax of the film. La Motta is
trying to masturbate and talking to himself, conjuring up images of
the women he’s known. He manages to get an erection and then he
remembers how terribly he treated people and can’t manage to mas-
turbate. Finally, he blames his hand, and smashes his hand against
the cell wall” (Kelly, 124). Speaking of this scene, Scorsese said, “On
paper it was beautiful, but how do you shoot it?”5 (Figure 1) Scorsese
and De Niro decided to rework the script themselves. To that end,
they traveled to St. Martin, where they spent three weeks hammer-
ing out a final working script. De Niro recalled, “Marty and I liked
parts of Schrader’s script but not others. We still had to make it our
own. So we revised the script, and went over each scene, sometimes
adding dialogue” (Kelly, 126).

Once Scorsese was committed to the project, De Niro began his
rigorous physical training for the role. Scorsese filmed a few of his
training sessions in 8 mm and, as he tells the story, happened to show
them to Michael Powell. The director of The Red Shoes (1948) found
the appearance of De Niro’s red boxing gloves distracting. Powell
helped Scorsese realize that, for most adults, memories of boxing
were black-and-white memories (MSI, 84). Scorsese’s decision to film
Raging Bull in black and white partly stems from his desire to re-create
such boxing memories. His growing dissatisfaction with color film
stock also helped persuade him to make the film black and white.
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Scorsese named these two reasons as the ones that convinced him
to shoot Raging Bull in black and white.6 There are others. Few
can deny the influence of cinematographer Michael Chapman. La
Motta’s comparison between the memories of his personal past and
a black-and-white movie in the autobiography offers another prece-
dent, though Scorsese has denied La Motta’s influence in this re-
gard (MSI, 84). The photography of Life magazine also influenced
Raging Bull, as Eleanor Ringel noticed. She called Cathy Moriarty
“a Lana Turnerish blonde with the sultry, sun-baked appeal of the
‘40s Life magazine cover.”7 Furthermore, black-and-white allowed
Scorsese to distinguish his boxing film from the numerous others
that were appearing in the wake of Rocky (1976). In an era when color
films were the norm, the choice of black and white was a conscious
aesthetic choice, which gave a film an artistic aura. Recall some of the
black-and-white films that had appeared during the preceding
decade – The Last Picture Show (1971), Lenny (1974), and Manhattan
(1979).

Production on Raging Bull began as De Niro’s conditioning reached
its peak. Once the early parts of the film were shot and the fight scenes
completed, production shut down so that its star could travel to Italy
and load up on pasta to prepare himself for the later parts of the film.
De Niro returned from his eating binge to shoot the Pelham Parkway
sequences, but then he went back to Italy for more linguine.

De Niro’s excessive weight gain became the most publicized fact
about the film’s production. Upon its release, nearly all the contem-
porary reviewers mentioned it. The remarks of British reviewers were
especially apt. Commenting on De Niro’s weight gain, Peter Ackroyd
observed, “The man without a soul has nowhere to go but outward.
This quick change obesity adds a further note of authenticity to a film
which already has that quality in excess.”8 Reviewing the film for The
New Statesman, John Coleman went on about De Niro’s weight gain
at some length:

To impersonate this unprepossessing oaf, Scorsese’s favourite actor
Robert De Niro became literally a glutton for punishment, putting
on some 60 lb. of flab. Watching his La Motta physically deteriorate
between the years 1941 and 1964 is an awe-inspiring experience,
and likely to be a one-off in cinema history. (A mean voice whispers
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we may yet witness the first Academy Award for Forced Feeding.)
But De Niro is, of course, more than the sum of his swelling, bloated
parts and what he gives here is certainly a performance as well, in
its awful, dumb stillnesses before unbridled violence, in the painful
precision of its self-pity, in the boozy crumminess of the later years,
when the champ’s occupation’s gone and he tells cheap jokes into
a mike.9

Coleman, of course, was wrong about De Niro’s weight gain be-
ing a one-off in cinema history. Since Raging Bull, the willingness to
gain weight for a part has become a mark of an actor’s dedication
to the role. Recently, Charlize Theron put on considerable weight
to portray serial killer Aileen Wuornos in Monster (2003). Speaking of
Theron’s Oscar-winning performance, one reviewer commented that
not since Raging Bull “has there been a transformation this powerful
and effective.”10

Not all of the contemporary reviewers appreciated Raging Bull, but
almost all of them recognized it as a work of great power. Reviewing
the film for Maclean’s, the Toronto weekly, Lawrence O’Toole ob-
served, “Scorsese has captured what Norman Mailer described in The
Fight as ‘the carnality of boxing,’ the ‘meat against meat,’ and has
flayed the genre at the same time. The movies that de-romanticized
boxing in the past – The Harder They Fall, Requiem for a Heavyweight –
always gave the audience something to hold onto: the fighter’s
humanity. Scorsese doesn’t.” Like many viewers, O’Toole was hyp-
notized by its imagery despite the repulsiveness of its protagonist.
He concluded, “It’s unpleasant, he’s unpleasant, and we can’t stop
watching.”11

Boxing has captured the American imagination and served as a fit
subject for creative treatment since the time before motion pictures.
A number of different literary works depict boxing matches but per-
haps no work does so with more verve than “The Fight” – not the
book by Norman Mailer but the short story by Augustus Baldwin
Longstreet, which Edgar Allan Poe called “a sketch unsurpassed in
dramatic vigor.”12 A classic of American literature, “The Fight” de-
picts a contest that adumbrates the Jake La Motta–Tony Janiro fight
in Raging Bull. In the film, Joey (Joe Pesci) says that Jake knocked
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Janiro’s nose “from one side of his face to the other.” And Tommy
Como (Nicholas Colasanto), describing Janiro’s appearance at the
end of the fight, uttered the film’s most memorable line: “He ain’t
pretty no more.” Describing Billy Stallions, one of Longstreet’s con-
testants, one spectator observes, “He hit the ground so hard, it jarred
his nose off. Now ain’t he a pretty man as he stands! He shall have
my sister Sall just for his pretty looks. I want to get in the breed of
them sort o’ men, to drive ugly out of my kin folks.”13

Though the verbal parallels between “The Fight” and Raging Bull
suggest a continuity between the two works, Scorsese’s debt to the
literary tradition is relatively slight compared to his debt to the his-
tory of cinema. True, Mean Streets does make multiple allusions to
Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar, but Scorsese’s obsession with the cinema
has meant that he has been likelier to get his literary references
through the intermediary of film. But like the finest literary works,
Raging Bull presents an elaborate tissue of references and allusions
that significantly enhance its complexity.

Consider the final shot of the last fight between Jake La Motta and
Sugar Ray Robinson in Raging Bull, which displays a close-up of one of
the ring ropes dripping with blood. Describing the inspiration for this
shot to an interviewer, Scorsese traced it to the recent boxing matches
he had attended as part of his research for the film: “The first evening,
even though I was far away from the ring, I saw the sponge red with
blood, and the film started to take form. The next time, I was much
closer, and I saw the blood dripping from the ropes. I said to my-
self that this sure didn’t have anything to do with sport!” (MSI, 95).
Scorsese has related this anecdote multiple times to different inter-
viewers, but it has not appreciably changed in the retelling. What
he has withheld from his interviewers is that there was another, and
perhaps more important, influence on this image, which he modeled
on a shot from Toby Dammit (1968). Federico Fellini’s adaptation of
Poe’s short story, “Never Bet the Devil Your Head,” Toby Dammit also
influenced The Last Temptation of Christ (1988), as Scorsese has freely
admitted (SS, 143).

At the end of Toby Dammit, Terence Stamp, in his role as Fellini’s ti-
tle character, attempts to drive a new Ferrari over a chasm. Unknown
to him, a taut wire extends across the roadway. As he reaches the wire,
it decapitates him. Fellini does not show the decapitation, but after
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the fact he shows a close-up of a section of the wire dripping with
blood.

Wildly departing from the Poe tale on which it is based, Toby
Dammit tells the story of a popular British actor who comes to Italy
to star in what he is told will be the first Catholic Western. The priest
who tells him this is also the film’s producer. Once the two meet at
the airport, the priest explains the concept of the film to Toby. It
will have what his friend Roland Barthes might call a syntagmatic
structure: it will be “something between Dreyer and Pasolini with a
soupçon of John Ford.” The priest’s words are not inappropriate to
Raging Bull. The combination of classic Hollywood filmmaking and
elements of European art cinema has appealed to Scorsese since the
start of his career. A rich mosaic of film references, Raging Bull itself
draws on the history of cinema to tell its story.

During its production, Scorsese feared that Raging Bull would be his
last feature film. Consequently, he decided to put into it everything
he could, everything that he knew and felt (SS, 77). He explicitly ad-
mitted this inclusiveness after the completion of Raging Bull, but the
film itself, which contains recognizable references to numerous films,
implies as much. The image of De Niro shadowboxing in his hooded
robe during the opening credit sequence, as Amy Taubin has recog-
nized, recalls one of Rossellini’s monks in The Flowers of St. Francis
(1950).14 Up-ending a dinner table early in the film, De Niro performs
a gesture reminiscent of an action performed by Paul Scofield in Peter
Brook’s King Lear (1971). The appearance of Cathy Moriarty adorned
in a snood echoes the image of Ginger Rogers in her snood toward
the end of The Major and the Minor (1942). The shot of the organist
at the end of one fight in Raging Bull is framed similarly to shots of
the organist at the hockey arena in Slap Shot (1977). Scorsese’s use of
still photography, point-of-view shots, slow motion, and intermit-
tent flash bulbs during the fight sequences in Raging Bull recalls the
opening fight sequence in Requiem for a Heavyweight (1962).

A reference to another film functions effectively as Scorsese’s ad-
mission that he was putting everything into Raging Bull he could. De-
picting the aging, overweight Jake La Motta in his dressing room prior
to a stage performance, Robert De Niro ends a verse recitation with
a traditional saying: “That’s entertainment!” Though a proverbial
expression common to the realm of show business, these words also
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happened to form the title of an unexpectedly popular film released
a half dozen years earlier, That’s Entertainment (1974), a retrospec-
tive documenting the classical Hollywood musical. Presented as a
pastiche of clips from famous MGM musicals, That’s Entertainment
effectively eulogized the genre.15 The allusion to this film suggests
that Raging Bull, too, can be seen as a pastiche of references to earlier
films.

Naturally, Raging Bull owes an important debt to the heritage of
the boxing film genre. Take Buster Keaton’s Battling Butler (1926), for
example. Scorsese has called Keaton “the only person who had the
right attitude about boxing in the movies for me” (SS, 80). It is not
hard to see what lured Scorsese to Battling Butler. Much that can be
said about Keaton’s boxing film applies to Scorsese’s. As the opening
credits end, Battling Butler depicts a close-up of a bell, which clangs
to start a round of boxing. After this shot, however, the film does not
cut to a boxing match; rather, it cuts to a stately mansion where the
film’s story begins. As Scorsese would more than a half century later,
Keaton deliberately paralleled the cinema with the boxing arena.

Attending a boxing match as a spectator, Keaton, in his dandified
role as Alfred Butler, happens to sit next to the manager of a boxer
named Alfred “Battling” Butler. The manager cannot watch the fight
without mimicking the punches of the boxers he sees. The kind of
behavior the manager exemplifies would become a commonplace of
the boxing film. Consider the numerous shots of the crowd Robert
Wise included in The Set-Up (1949). Depicting such violence among
the spectators, Keaton anticipated the violence among the spectators
in the first fight sequence of Raging Bull. Both Keaton and Scorsese
recognized the boxing ring as a microcosm revealing the violence
endemic to modern society.

As part of this violent world, Keaton also depicted violence against
women. When “Battling” Butler sees his wife enter a hotel room with
Keaton, he charges into the room to confront them. Keaton manages
to sneak away, but as he listens to what is happening after his escape,
he hears a light bulb shatter, a sound symbolizing the violence occur-
ring behind the hotel room’s closed door. When the wife appears the
next morning, she has a big black eye. Keaton refrained from showing
the intervening violence. Scorsese, on the other hand, would depict
what Keaton had ellipted, the domestic scenes where so much dis-
turbing violence occurs.
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2. One inspiration: Glen Ford in The Big Heat (1953).

In terms of both genre and visual style, film noir deserves recog-
nition as another important influence on Raging Bull. Discussing the
cinematic heritage of the film, Scorsese admits the importance of one
particular film noir, Force of Evil (1948). “Force of Evil was a great influ-
ence on me,” he has explained, “because of the relationship between
the brothers, showing what happened in the course of betrayal, and
that strange dialogue written in verse” (SS, 78). On other occasions,
Scorsese has reinforced how much Force of Evil has influenced him.
He included the work in “Martin Scorsese Presents,” a series of video-
tapes that also included Pursued (1947), which Scorsese identified
in his introduction as the first noir western – an identification that
shows how he enjoys films that mix different genres. Scorsese further
appreciated Force of Evil in A Personal Journey with Martin Scorsese
Through American Movies (1998).

When it comes to the influence of film noir, as in the case of Toby
Dammit, what Scorsese has not admitted may be as important as
what he has. Though Scorsese’s collected interviews do not mention
it, Fritz Lang’s The Big Heat (1953) is one film noir that signifi-
cantly shaped the visual style of Raging Bull. Playing a police detec-
tive in search of his wife’s killer, Glen Ford visits a junkyard in one
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sequence and interviews a brave old woman who has gone behind
her boss’s back to speak with him. The interview takes place through
a chainlink fence. Lang depicts their conversation in a traditional
shot/reverse shot sequence, but each actor speaks through the fence,
a symbolic representation of the figurative prisons in which they find
themselves (Figure 2). When Jake first meets Vickie (Cathy Moriarty),
they, too, speak through a chainlink fence. Scorsese borrowed from
Lang to show both Jake and Vickie trapped on opposite sides of the
fence (Figure 3).

Though beholden to the boxing film and film noir, Raging Bull
may be less indebted to any particular genre or visual style than to
a handful of individual filmmakers. Fritz Lang, for instance, gave
Scorsese a filmmaker with a background in European cinema who
came to America and, working in Hollywood, created some of his
greatest works. In the classification scheme Scorsese devised for
A Personal Journey, Lang was a smuggler, that is, a director who
worked within the Hollywood system but who managed to incor-
porate aesthetic elements characteristic of his own unique, personal
vision.

Samuel Fuller, who falls into a different category – the iconoclast –
also exerted an important influence on Raging Bull. Interviewed for
The Typewriter, the Rifle and the Movie Camera (1996), an appreciative
documentary of Fuller’s life and work, Scorsese explained that he de-
liberately modeled one of the fight scenes in Raging Bull on a scene
from Fuller’s Steel Helmet (1951), arguably the greatest Korean war
film ever made. Raging Bull also owes a debt to what many consider
Fuller’s finest work, Shock Corridor (1963). In this largely black-and-
white film, Fuller incorporated brief color sequences. Each reflects a
subjective mental state of the film’s psychologically disturbed charac-
ters yet precedes a temporary moment of mental clarity. Similarly, the
color footage of home movies in Raging Bull depicts traditional and
widely accepted behavior – courtship, marriage, parenthood – that
represents moments of calm in an otherwise violent and disturbing
world.

Jean-Luc Godard is another filmmaker who has exerted an impor-
tant influence on Scorsese. Taxi Driver contains Scorsese’s most well-
known Godard allusion, the extreme close-up of Travis Bickle’s glass
of Alka-Seltzer echoing the extreme close-up of a cup of coffee in
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3. Like a tiger in a cage.

Two or Three Things I Know About Her (1967). Others can be identi-
fied. The hotel bedroom scene between Charlie (Harvey Keitel) and
Teresa (Amy Robinson) in Mean Streets, for one, recalls the lengthy
hotel bedroom scene in Breathless (1960). Raging Bull seems more
indebted to Contempt (1963), a film Scorsese would continue to ap-
preciate. The soundtrack of Casino (1995) directly refers to Contempt
and, in 1997, Scorsese personally sponsored the theatrical re-release
of Godard’s film. Interrogating Vickie regarding her whereabouts one
evening, Jake echoes the behavior of Paul Javal (Michel Piccoli), who
similarly questions his wife Camille (Brigitte Bardot) regarding her
whereabouts in Contempt.

Beyond the impact of specific works, Godard influenced Scorsese
in a more general way, too. In 1972, Godard on Godard, a collection
of the filmmaker’s critical essays, appeared in English translation.
Discussing Two or Three Things I Know About Her, Godard explained,
“During the course of the film – in its discourse, its discontinuous
course, that is – I want to include everything, sport, politics, even
groceries. . . . Everything can be put into a film. Everything should
be put into a film.”16 These words are remarkably similar to those
Scorsese would use to describe his efforts to put everything he knew
and felt into Raging Bull. Godard offered an example of a filmmaker
who did not hold back, and when it came to Raging Bull, Scorsese
most certainly did not hold back.
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Raging Bull received numerous accolades upon its release. It was nom-
inated for eight Academy Awards. Robert De Niro won the Oscar
for Best Actor, and Thelma Schoonmaker won for Best Editing. De
Niro also won the Golden Globe for Best Acting and earned fur-
ther Best Acting awards from the Boston Society of Film Critics
(BSFC), the Los Angeles Film Critics Association, the National Board
of Review, and the New York Film Critics Circle. Appreciation of Joe
Pesci in the role of Jake La Motta’s brother Joey was well-nigh uni-
versal. He received numerous acting awards, including the British
Academy Award for Most Outstanding Newcomer to Leading Film
Role. Michael Chapman received the BSFC Award for Best Cine-
matography and a similar award from the National Society of Film
Critics, which also named Scorsese Best Director.

Raging Bull has been the subject of numerous critical essays, and it
has also received attention beyond the realm of film studies. Classical
scholar Carlin Barton, in a challenging new interpretation of Roman
gladiator contests, used Raging Bull for comparison. Traditionally, the
gladiator has been seen as a symbol of decadent Rome, but Barton ar-
gued that in the arena the gladiator was “removed temporarily from
the tawdry toiling and moiling of political life. As in the bullfight
or the boxing ring, victory can be of a simplicity, purity, and splen-
dor never achieved outside the limited perimeter of the arena.” The
arena “offered a stage on which might be reenacted a lost set of sorely
lamented values.” Raging Bull, according to Barton, constitutes “a
brilliant modern artistic portrayal of a similar phenomenon”: “Out-
side the arena struggle was complex, tainted, sordid, unclear. Inside,
though severe and dangerous, the rewards were a sense of purity and
valor and honor.”17

Perhaps the most satisfying appreciation has come from other film-
makers. Sometimes they have paid tribute in the form of apprecia-
tive comments. Alan Parker, the director of Midnight Express (1978),
named among his favorite films Raging Bull, which he characterized
as a film that was able to find an audience yet “keep the creative in-
tegrity in tact.” Describing his reaction to the film the first time he
saw it, Parker reflected, “When I came out of Raging Bull, I thought,
‘I will never make a film as good as that.’ And I thought, ‘I might not
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make a film as good as that, but that’s why I want to keep doing it,
because maybe one day I will.’”18

Often the tribute other filmmakers have paid to Raging Bull has
come in the form of allusion and homage. Perhaps no recent film-
maker has referenced Scorsese’s film more than Guy Ritchie. In Lock,
Stock, and Two Smoking Barrels (1998), Ritchie created a scene pat-
terned on the one where Joe Pesci slams Salvy (Frank Vincent) in a
taxicab door. The boxing sequences in Ritchie’s follow-up film, Snatch
(2000), echo the boxing sequences in Raging Bull. In addition, films
that have cast Robert De Niro and Cathy Moriarty together – Cop
Land (1997), Analyze That (2002) – deliberately invoke memories of
Raging Bull. Even as we see old Cathy Moriarty, we think of young
Cathy Moriarty.

The filmmakers who have alluded to Raging Bull include Scorsese
himself. Two examples will suffice. Explaining to Jake the rationale
behind matching him with Tony Janiro, Joey concludes, “If you win,
you win; if you lose, you still win.” In The Color of Money (1986), Paul
Newman tells Tom Cruise that he will let him know when to win or
lose because “sometimes if you lose, you win.” In Raging Bull, Robert
De Niro, as Jake La Motta, repeats the words “I’m the boss” as a kind
of mantra before he goes into the ring and before he goes on stage
at the Barbizon Plaza. In Casino, Robert De Niro, as Sam Rothstein,
explains to a reporter that he is the boss of the Tangiers Casino, and
his words are reprinted in a newspaper headline: “Sam Rothstein:
‘I’m the Boss.’”

These self-allusions stem less from egotism on Scorsese’s part than
from a deliberate attempt to link his various works together into
a unified body of work. At least since the time of Raging Bull, and
perhaps earlier, Scorsese has seen his endeavor as a filmmaker as an
effort to “build an oeuvre that will last” (MSI, 97). The verbal parallels
between Raging Bull and his later films serve to link them together or,
more precisely, serve as explicit reminders of links that are already
implicit. After all, these key themes – winning, losing, being the boss –
pervade Scorsese’s impressive oeuvre.

Putting together a crew of scholars and a list of topics for this
collection of essays, I have located contributors from different
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disciplines – film studies, literary history, theater history – who dis-
cuss the film from a variety of perspectives. Though primarily di-
rected toward undergraduate and graduate film students, this col-
lection should enhance appreciation of Raging Bull for all readers.
I have encouraged my contributors to be as wide-ranging as possi-
ble and to situate their essays within Scorsese’s oeuvre and, indeed,
within the history of world cinema. Contributors to this volume have
been issued a challenge: to write chapters that contain fundamental
information for students, to include new information and ideas for
seasoned film scholars, and to write in a jargon-free style that all
readers can appreciate. Regardless of individual focus, each of the
following chapters presents a combination of general overview and
original insight.

In Chapter 1, “Art and Genre in Raging Bull,” Leger Grindon fol-
lows up on Pauline Kael’s suggestive description of Raging Bull as “a
biography of the genre of prizefight films” by examining it within
the context of the boxing film tradition. He identifies broad trends
within the boxing genre as they bear on Scorsese’s film, in particular
the integration of the boxer and the gangster initiated in 1937 with
Kid Galahad, the influence of noir stylistics in the cycle after World
War II, the tradition of the boxing biopic, and the impact of films
from the early 1950s about boxers after they leave the ring. Grindon
also examines how Raging Bull reaches beyond the Hollywood tradi-
tion to embrace qualities characteristic of European art cinema.

Incorporating numerous conflicting film styles – gritty realism with
graphic expressionism, Eisenstein-style montage with fluid tracking
shots – Raging Bull sometimes approaches the brink of stylistic inco-
herence, but it never allows audiences to fully recognize how close it
comes to an artistic fiasco. In Chapter 2, “Visual Absurdity in Raging
Bull,” Todd Berliner presents a sophisticated analysis of the film’s
incongruous imagery and visual styles. Raging Bull, Berliner argues,
causes spectators to register its visual incongruities as if they were
not incongruities and to make sense of combinations of images that
no logical mind could reasonably understand. Because it seems co-
herent but is not, Raging Bull remains a step removed from perfect
intelligibility, and efforts to understand it only make the film seem
more elusive.
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Drawing on contemporary performance theory, Michael Peterson
argues in Chapter 3, “Raging Bull and the Idea of Performance,” that
the film uses a performance frame to comprehend Jake La Motta’s
life. The idea of performance also serves as an interpretive key to the
film’s themes, to its marketing, and to the careers of both La Motta
and De Niro. Raging Bull juxtaposes La Motta’s athletic performance
as a fighter with his later cultural performances as a celebrity at-
traction. His athletic performance is driven by the masculine animal
power suggested by the title, whereas his stand-up appearances imply
a pitiable reduction and confinement of his beastly side.

As a means of exploring Jake La Motta’s attitude toward women,
Peggy McCormack contrasts Scorsese’s depiction of Jake’s subjective,
paranoid, surrealistic point of view with his use of an objective view-
point that contradicts Jake’s suspicions in Chapter 4, “Women in
Raging Bull: Scorsese’s Use of Determinist, Objective, and Subjective
Techniques.” McCormack devotes most attention to Vickie, Jake’s
second wife, but she also discusses Irma, his first wife, and the anony-
mous women who haunt the nightclubs of Jake’s later years.

In Chapter 5, “My Victims, My Melancholia: Raging Bull and
Vincente Minelli’s The Bad and the Beautiful,” Mark Nicholls parallels
Jake La Motta with Jonathan Shields, the character Kirk Douglas plays
in The Bad and the Beautiful (1952). Both victimize the ones they need
to satisfy their own desires for belonging. In Raging Bull, Jake secretly
covets the very experience of loss, sacrifice, and punishment that
Joey and Vickie endure at his hands. Jake’s melancholic narrative
thus contains another story, a secret history, which provides the nar-
rative pattern central to his fantasy.

Reprints of several contemporary reviews follow Chapter 5. All of
the reviews included here are new finds, meaning that they have
not been reprinted since their original appearance, nor have they
appeared in any previous Scorsese bibliography. These reviews pro-
vide an indication of the contemporary reception of Raging Bull, but
they also provide ideas for further thought. Recording the fact that
many members of the audience cheered as Jake up-ends his dinner ta-
ble, Jay Scott presents an aspect of the film’s reception that has gone
neglected. Identifying one of the film’s thematic subtexts as “the
mysterious dynamics of memory and regret,” Michael Seitz offers an
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idea another may wish to explore at greater length. Contemporary
reviewers often lack the time and space to develop their thoughts
fully, but their reviews provide numerous ideas that others may wish
to develop. Like any great work of art, Raging Bull presents nearly
endless opportunities for critical exploration.
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1 Art and Genre in Raging Bull

Genre films are based upon a shared formula, conventions that are
subconsciously recognized by audiences and filmmakers. Repetitive
genre patterns are often understood to be contrary to the original-
ity, complexity, and intensity characteristic of high art. Indeed, the
European “art” cinema has often been distinguished from Hollywood
productions because it turns from genre conventions and presents
films with a greater emphasis on social realism, the psychologi-
cal development of characters, self-conscious style, and a cultivated
ambiguity.

Paradoxically, many of the most celebrated cinematic achieve-
ments of Hollywood filmmaking are vividly realized genre films.
Many classics of the studio era, such as Trouble in Paradise (1932), The
Big Sleep (1946), and Vertigo (1958), were recognized as little more
than generic entertainments at the time of their release. Even films
from the “Hollywood Renaissance” influenced by the European art
cinema, such as 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968), The Godfather (1972),
and Chinatown (1974), found their base in genre films. Noël Carroll,
among others, has written of the two-tiered address of such classics –
the obvious level of incident, character, and sensation engaging
a mass audience, while the more subtle development of implicit
themes and stylistic patterns is understood by the attentive film
enthusiast.1

Raging Bull arises from this Hollywood tradition of using genre to
construct a work that realizes ambitious aesthetic goals.2 By contrast
with Raging Bull, Fat City (1972) is a Hollywood boxing film that

19
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avoids genre conventions and builds its artistic sensibility upon its
literary source. For many, the aesthetic aspiration rather than the
foundation in genre was the most apparent quality in Raging Bull.
The black-and-white cinematography, a repellent protagonist, and
the ambiguous conclusion disqualified the film from being a routine
entertainment. Qualities contributing to the popularity of boxing
films circa 1980 – the upbeat ethos of Rocky (1976), the sentimentality
of The Champ (1979), or the light-hearted humor of The Main Event
(1979) – were conspicuous in their absence. But Pauline Kael was
among those who noted the filmmaker’s debt to the boxing film
genre: “Raging Bull isn’t a biographical film about a fighter’s rise and
fall; it’s a biography of the genre of prizefight films. Scorsese loves the
visual effects and the powerful melodramatic moments of movies
such as Body and Soul, The Set-Up, and Golden Boy.”3 The working
methods of the filmmaker testify to the influence of the boxing film
genre on Raging Bull.

“I love movies – it’s my whole life and that’s it,” explains Martin
Scorsese (SS, 1). In discussing his own films, Scorsese regularly appeals
to the motion pictures that have influenced him and frequently views
particular movies that have bearing on his current project. Scorsese
refers to, among other films, Body and Soul (1947), The Quiet Man
(1952), and On the Waterfront (1954) as points of reference in devel-
oping Raging Bull.

The boxing film genre serves as a resource contributing to the
artistic achievement of Raging Bull. I review the genre conventions
governing plot, character, setting, and iconography, and I analyze
how Raging Bull adopts and transforms these practices to achieve its
artistry. An awareness of the interaction of genre conventions with
cinematic art offers an illuminating perspective on Raging Bull – for
many, including myself, the stellar achievement in the Hollywood
boxing film tradition.

PLOT

Raging Bull presents a tale of the rise and fall of a boxing champion,
a narrative pattern typical of the boxing film genre that goes back
at least to The Iron Man (1931) and characterizes key works, such as
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Golden Boy (1939) and Body and Soul, among others. By contrast, hit
boxing films from the 1970s, such as Hard Times (1974), Rocky, and
The Champ, moved away from this classic plot, though they exhib-
ited other familiar genre traits. In addition, Raging Bull incorporates
a flashback framework that links the film to the boxing noir movies
of the 1940s, particularly Body and Soul and Champion (1949). The
flashback initiates the nostalgic tone and sets the stage for the self-
conscious reflection that marks the conclusion of the film, a sensi-
bility Raging Bull shares with its film noir antecedents.

Numerous events characteristic of the rise-and-fall plot appear, in-
cluding the rise of the fighter in a montage chronicling victorious
bouts, negotiations with a gangster promoter who controls access
to a title fight, and the dive required by the mob boss controlling
the prizefighter. Among the noteworthy revisions in the rise and
fall plot offered in Raging Bull is the elimination of the discovery
of the boxer’s talent and his early training. Instead, Scorsese jumps
into La Motta’s career with the middleweight already an established
fighter. Rather than discovery and training episodes, the film expands
the post-boxing epilogue into an elaborate “after-leaving-the-ring”
segment.4

As with Hollywood films generally, Raging Bull develops a romance
in parallel with the action characteristic of a particular genre. In the
boxing film, the romantic couple typically posed an opposition to
the male world of boxing and the predatory sensuality of the vamp.
At the conclusion of the plot, the prizefighter would leave the ring to
marry his sweetheart as in Kid Galahad (1937) or Golden Boy. Though
there were numerous variations on the model, the motif of the
beloved usually cultivated a gendered opposition between the mas-
culine values of fighting and the feminine nurturing of romance and
family. In Raging Bull, as in Hollywood genre films typically, the re-
lationship between romance and a parallel action is central to the
significance of the work.

An awareness of the generic plot conventions of the boxing film
allows similarities and differences in Raging Bull to assume a mean-
ingful perspective. The plot divides into four parts: the prelude and
postscript frame that portrays Jake in his dressing room preparing
his stage act; Act 1, which follows Jake’s early boxing career and his
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courtship of Vickie, ending with the still image–home movie mon-
tage of ring victories and domestic bliss; Act 2, which portrays his
quest for the middleweight title and his growing jealousy of Vickie,
ending with his championship victory; and Act 3, which presents
the estrangement from his brother, his loss of the title, and the end
of his marriage. The key distinctions between the generic plot and
Raging Bull are the function of boxing, the treatment of romance, the
after-leaving-the-ring episodes, and the ambiguous conclusion. Each
of these variations transforms a generic convention into an illumi-
nating aesthetic device.

In discussing the plans for Raging Bull, Martin Scorsese declared,
“One sure thing was that it wouldn’t be a film about boxing! We
[Scorsese and De Niro] didn’t know a thing about it and it didn’t in-
terest us at all!” (MSI, 85). Though the film adapts the autobiography
of middleweight champion Jake La Motta, the sport itself served as
a means for exploring more fundamental human experience. Never-
theless, boxing in Raging Bull is more widely distributed and integral
to the plot than is common within the Hollywood boxing genre.
The boxing film generally uses the boxing sequences as important
spectacles of physical action that punctuate the plot at key intervals,
like the song and dance numbers in a musical. Most Hollywood box-
ing films display a well-established pattern of three or four boxing
episodes that culminate in an extended bout at the climax of the
fiction. Earlier episodes may include sparring in a gym, which results
in the discovery of the boxer’s talent, as in Golden Boy, or a mon-
tage of ring action, newspaper headlines, and speeding trains, which
present the rise of a fighter on tour in, for example, Champion; or
occasionally the protagonist will exhibit his talent in an important
bout midway through the fiction and in anticipation of the conclud-
ing confrontation, as in Hard Times. The typical Hollywood boxing
film moves steadily toward an extended bout that brings the film to
its climax. As a result, we anticipate the final boxing match, like the
concluding chase in the crime film or the confrontation with the
monster in horror, as the culmination of the fiction.

Raging Bull changes this plotting significantly by adding more
bouts. There are nine boxing sequences, counting the montage con-
densation as one episode, spread from the beginning of the flashback
in 1941 to Jake’s loss of the middleweight title about three-quarters of
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the way through the film. Together, they run approximately nineteen
and a half minutes, about fifteen percent of the movie. Though the
number and range of bouts are increased, Scorsese removes boxing
from the conclusion. Rather, after Jake’s retirement, various other
performances, as well as his struggle in a prison cell, suggest a series
of ring analogies that are related to the motifs and themes of the
earlier bouts.

An expressionistic principle of interiority distinguishes these se-
quences. They portray the inner feelings of the boxer, rather than a
spectacle concept of exhibition or exteriority designed to replicate
the experience of an audience at a boxing match. I will discuss the
boxing sequences with regard to setting and iconography, but at this
point, note that Scorsese’s plotting of the bouts functions to intensify
the physical action through a wider distribution and to intensify the
emotional content by basing his design, not upon the experience of
the spectator, but on that of the boxer. Scorsese explains, “I wanted
to do the ring scenes as if the viewers were the fighter and their im-
pressions were the fighter’s – of what he would think or feel, what he
would hear” (Kelly, 132). This expressive approach facilitates contin-
uing the motif of interiority in similar episodes after the boxer retires
from the ring.

The relationship of the boxing sequences to Raging Bull as a whole
is closer to a practice in the European art cinema than to the typical
Hollywood boxing film because the subjective style of these se-
quences is distinct from the more objective qualities shaping the
body of the film. Take a Scorsese favorite for comparison, Fellini’s 81/2
(1963), in which Guido’s dreams, memories, and fantasies are pre-
sented in a much more lyrical, exaggerated, and symbolic manner
than the social reality Guido experiences in common with the other
characters. In a similar fashion, the heroine’s memory in Hiroshima,
Mon Amour (1959) is given special treatment. That is, the subjec-
tive experience of characters in the art cinema frequently receives
an exceptional form that both intensifies and marks off that expe-
rience. Such a pattern offers a precedent for the boxing sequences
in Raging Bull, but the Scorsese picture offers an experience of in-
tense physical interaction, the exchange of blows, rather than the
reverie or self-conscious reflection characteristic of “art” films. Raging
Bull cultivates subjectivity in the boxing episodes, but a subjectivity
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characterized by sensation rather than reflection. Instead of devel-
oping a text on the model of dream imagery and association, the
boxing sequences strive for a more physiological reaction to stimuli
closer to Sergei Eisenstein’s behaviorialist concepts of a montage that
aimed to “plow the psyche” of the spectator (Figure 4).

Romance in Raging Bull parallels the rise and fall of La Motta’s ring
career. The relationship between Jake and Vickie avoids the simple
counterpoint between fighting and loving common to the boxing
film, but rather weaves a complex interaction between La Motta’s
relationship to his wife and his ring exploits. Scorsese ends Act 1
with the couple marrying, rather than using the romantic union at
the conclusion to usher the boxer from the ring. The champion’s fall
extends beyond the loss of his title to include separation from the
beloved. Most important is the displacement the plotting develops
between boxing and romance. The first lovemaking encounters be-
tween Jake and Vickie are arranged between the bouts with Sugar Ray
Robinson. In the first, a photo of Jake and Joey in playful fisticuffs
holds the screen as Jake and Vickie move off toward the bed and
then the film cuts to the Robinson bout. The next episode finds Jake
dousing his genitals with ice water to interrupt foreplay with Vickie
because he does not want sex to weaken his fighting power. The
Robinson bout immediately follows. After the decision for Robinson,
Jake soaks his bruised hand in ice water, echoing the earlier gesture
and suggesting a parallel between his physical embrace of Vickie and
his assault on his ring opponent.5

The most important displacement occurs in the parallel between
Jake’s jealousy of Vickie and his quest for the title. Jake’s quest is
thwarted because the gangster promoter, Tommy Como, who over-
sees boxing, will not give the contender a title shot unless he takes
a dive on instructions from the mob. In spite of his determination
to win the title on his own merits, Jake has to relent and takes the
fall against Jimmy Fox. Jake’s powerlessness to control his destiny, in
spite of his domination in the ring, results in impotence and jealousy.
Weaving together domestic scenes and prizefighting, the movie por-
trays the boxer projecting his guilt at having to compromise his skills
onto his innocent wife. His marriage is infected with the corruption
of prizefighting. The association is underlined in the scene where
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4. Kino-fist.

Joey reports to Jake on his meeting with Como. The brothers meet
at the neighborhood swimming pool where Jake was introduced to
Vickie. However, a summer rainstorm falls as Joey breaks the news
that the boxer must take the dive. The pool is associated with ro-
mance, but the storm darkens the link. Before hearing Joey’s report,
Jake begins to rant against Vickie’s infidelity. Controlling his anger at
the mob, La Motta redirects his rage at his wife. Jealousy of other box-
ers, and even of the aged Como, amplifies the relationship between
romance and boxing in Jake’s tormented consciousness. Rather than
portraying the idealization of courtship common to the boxing film
genre, Raging Bull presents self-destructive, neurotic conjugal sexual-
ity as central to the couple. As a result of interweaving the romance
and boxing, the plot of Raging Bull suggests a complex psychological
relationship that builds upon a generic convention but elaborates it
in a fresh and illuminating manner.

Most boxing films conclude with the prizefighter ending his ring
career after the climactic bout. Usually a brief post-boxing episode ties
up the film, such as the death of the boxer in Champion or the victory
parade in Somebody Up There Likes Me (1956). However, I have argued
that there are a series of important films from the early 1950s that take
the generic boxing plot as a backstory and develop the film around
the boxer’s experience after leaving the ring. These films include
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The Quiet Man, From Here to Eternity (1953), and On the Waterfront.
Raging Bull displays the influence of these films. Martin Scorsese has
explicitly cited The Quiet Man and On the Waterfront among his points
of reference, and he develops La Motta’s story after his retirement
from 1956 to 1964 in a series of episodes that constitute the conclu-
sion of the film.

Four actions during these episodes evoke the interiority that char-
acterizes the boxing sequences. Two are stand-up stage routines, the
first in La Motta’s Miami club and the second in a sleazy Manhattan
lounge. A third finds Jake incarcerated in the Dade County Stockade
where he pounds the wall and mutters to himself. The final episode
portrays the performer alone in his dressing room reciting his lines to
a mirror. All four suggest a similarity with the earlier boxing episodes
by placing Jake on a stage or other enclosed, isolated space, by allud-
ing to boxing, and by portraying Jake’s interior struggles.

After-leaving-the-ring films send their protagonist on a quest for
value. The experience of boxing is primarily physical, and the close
of the ring career brings with it a crisis. The boxer, who achieved
his self-esteem through his fighting prowess, must find value apart
from the physical. In The Quiet Man, Sean Thornton seeks his ethnic
roots in Ireland, strives to overcome his guilt at killing a man in the
ring, and weds Mary Kate to begin a new life. Prewitt in From Here
to Eternity seeks fellowship in the army and love from Alma. Terry
Malloy in On the Waterfront wants to clear his conscience and gain
self-respect after betraying his skills in the ring and conspiring in the
murder of his friend.

Scorsese never completely accounts for Jake La Motta’s rage nor
absolves his brutality. But the post-boxing episodes calm his pro-
tagonist as he moves toward reflection and self-examination. Jake’s
retirement is introduced with an interview. The former boxer appears
with his wife and children at the poolside of his Florida home. Fam-
ily, home, and prosperity serve as the standard culmination of the
boxing film, the successful romance bringing domestic contentment.
However, Jake’s grotesque, fat body belies his declared satisfaction.
The following scenes at his club set up his next fall.

The stand-up comic routine Jake offers his club patrons explicitly
evokes his boxing. The introductory music plays the “Gillette Blue
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Blades” theme, evoking television boxing. His closing verse compares
his comic performance to boxing Sugar Ray, concluding:

So gimme a stage
Where this bull here can rage
And though I can fight
I’d much rather hear myself recite.
That’s entertainment.

The performance also mixes boxing with Jake’s marriage. He an-
nounces to his audience that he is about to celebrate his eleventh
wedding anniversary and then tells a joke that mocks marriage, with
the suggestion that a husband offers his wife to a friend. Indeed,
before the Miami club sequence ends, Jake is presented in sexually
compromising behavior and Vickie shows up to announce that she
is divorcing him. The image of retirement bliss shatters. Jake’s club is
another ring in which he plays out emotions without understanding
or contrition.

Jake’s fall reaches its nadir when he is thrown into the Dade County
Stockade. Again, the scene mixes interiority and boxing but adds a
note of reflection. Locked into a shadowy, confining cell Jake begins
pounding first his head, then his fists and arms against the concrete
wall, shouting to himself “Why, why, why?” and repeatedly weep-
ing “You’re so stupid. . . . I’m not an animal.” Here, the brute finally
chides himself and inflicts the punishment previously administered
by his boxing opponents. While he is still in the cell, voice-over
sound bridges forward to Jake in another stand-up routine at the
sleazy Hotel Markwell in Manhattan the following year. Respond-
ing to hecklers in the small audience, the comic threatens to make a
“comeback.” His contentious repartee again links his ring battles and
his stage performances. However, rather than brawling, Jake tries to
make peace. After leaving the club, he bumps into his brother Joey on
the street and makes an awkward attempt at reconciliation. The self-
realization in prison has softened the former boxer, even though his
brother greets Jake’s gesture with wary reserve. La Motta has moved
beyond his raging sensations to reflection and toward retribution.

The closing scene returns to the framing episode where the film
began. The flashback suggests memory without explicitly having Jake
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recall his past. The audience observes the boxer’s history but remains
uncertain as to whether Jake is pondering it himself. The boxing noir
films Body and Soul and Champion also employed a flashback frame
to cultivate reflection in the boxer, but then returned to the present
before the big fight brought the film to a close. But for Raging Bull,
the move from sensation to reflection is the conclusion.

The final dressing room scene suggests interiority through set-
ting and allusion without letting the protagonist acknowledge his
thoughts or express understanding. The scene finds La Motta alone
facing a mirror. However, the pose of self-examination is qualified
because Jake is practicing his stage routine. Scorsese uses a reference
to the boxing film genre to bring his film to a close. La Motta recites
Terry Malloy’s famous speech to his brother Charlie in a taxicab from
On the Waterfront. Here, Terry blames his brother for sabotaging his
boxing career by making him take a dive for racketeers. The allusion
uses the genre as a source for a penetrating complexity.

The director reports that Robert De Niro performed nineteen takes
and that take thirteen was used – a performance in which the speech
is given with little inflection or dramatic color. Scorsese claimed that
the only way to deliver it was “so cold that you concentrate on the
words” (SS, 77). It opens with “Charlie, it was you” and closes with
Jake repeating twice “It was you, Charlie.” With La Motta looking in
the mirror as he speaks, an ambiguity arises. That is, does “Charlie”
refer to Jake’s brother Joey, who seems to be in an analogous situation
with Terry’s brother Charlie, or does Jake staring at himself in the
mirror imply that he himself is culpable? Does Jake blame his brother
for his compromises, his ring failures, Vickie’s ostensible infidelities?
Or has he finally faced up to his own responsibility? “When he says in
the mirror, ‘It was you, Charlie,’ is he playing his brother, or putting
the blame on himself? It’s certainly very disturbing for me,” Scorsese
acknowledges (SS, 77). Scorsese’s incorporation of the film reference
allows the ambiguity to simmer. De Niro’s cool, detached delivery
and his blank response give no clue.

After his rehearsal, a voice calls from offscreen telling the “Champ”
he is on in five minutes. Before facing his audience, Jake rises, says
to the mirror, “Go get’em Champ,” assumes a boxer’s pose, and lets
loose with a flurry of warm-up punches while repeatedly muttering,
“I’m the boss.” The analogy between the dressing room and boxing
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is underlined as the film ends. Both have served as arenas for Jake’s
inner struggle. In the prison cell, Jake expresses introspection and
regret, and he appeals to his humanity. But in the dressing room,
the boxer’s understanding of his fall remains ambiguous, qualified at
best.

La Motta has been moving from sensation to reflection just as
he has gone from being a fighter to becoming a stage performer. Be-
fore the camera enters the dressing room, a sign invites the public to
see Jake La Motta performing the words of Shakespeare and Tennessee
Williams, among others. The after-leaving-the-ring episodes call up
the art motif in the boxing film genre. From Joe Bonaparte’s vio-
lin in Golden Boy, to Prewitt’s trumpet in From Here to Eternity and
Rocky running up the steps of the Philadelphia Art Museum, art
holds its place in the genre, generally as an alternative to boxing.
In Raging Bull, the move to art serves as the avenue to reflection
and as a meaningful turn from the blinding sensation of the boxing
ring.

Jake’s recitation from On the Waterfront prepares for the literary pas-
sage that closes the film. Scorsese presents with deliberation a quo-
tation from John’s gospel as part of a dedication to his recently de-
ceased film teacher, Haig P. Manoogian. In the passage, the Pharisees
identify a “fellow” [Jesus] known to be a “sinner” to a man whose
sight was restored by Christ. The man replies, “Whether or not he
was a sinner, I do not know. . . . All I know is this: once I was blind
and now I can see.” The Biblical text points in two directions. Most
obviously, the student is saluting his mentor for shaping his vision
as a filmmaker. On the other hand, the sinner evokes Jake La Motta,
the wild brute who arose out of New York’s Italian-American ghetto
when young Scorsese was growing up. In interviews, the director
claims that his engagement in the work arose from his similarities
with La Motta. Furthermore, the filmmaker acknowledges that the
production was initiated when he was coming out of a deep personal
crisis. As a result, the passage from John suggests that the boxer’s an-
guish has given Scorsese perspective on his own raging spirit. The
filmmaker has found in the cinema a means of reflecting upon the
Italian-American culture from which he arose. He has used that in-
strument, his art, as a means of gaining insight that he hopes to pass
along to his audience.
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CHARACTERS

The character types populating the boxing film genre are recogniz-
ably at play in Raging Bull, but they have been given a fresh, more
complex humanity. Tommy Como is the gangster promoter control-
ling the boxing racket. The stock figure is recognizable in the genre
as early as Humphrey Bogart’s Turkey Morgan in Kid Galahad, fully
developed with Eddie Fuseli in Golden Boy, and realized most mem-
orably in Roberts from Body and Soul. However, Tommy Como acts
more like a wise grandfather than a criminal operator using intimida-
tion and violence to impose his authority. He is older and softer than
the gangster overlord in La Motta’s autobiography. Tommy courts
the boxer with drinks and flattery, serves as a peacemaker between
Joey and Salvy, and negotiates with Joey, offering rewards in return
for cooperation. Compared with the swaggering belligerence of Jake,
Tommy Como acts like a neighborhood elder. Because La Motta’s
chief antagonist is patient and affable, the boxer seems even more
stubborn in his refusal to come to terms. Raging Bull dissolves a sim-
plistic opposition between the integrity of an athlete and a greedy
racketeer but conjures up generic figures to help the audience under-
stand the characters from a new perspective.

Joey La Motta is another illuminating case. The boxer’s brother is
a long-standing character usually employed to express qualities in
contrast to the boxer. In City for Conquest (1940), the brother is a
talented musician whose education the boxer finances with prize-
fighting. In Champion, the brother is a crippled saint scolding Midge
Kelly’s demonic roughneck; in Rocky, Paulie, Balboa’s brother-in-law-
to-be, serves to underline the boxer’s innocence with his bitterness.
Raging Bull combines two characters from the autobiography, Joey La
Motta and Pete Savage, the boxer’s close friend, into the more generic
screen brother. Rather than illuminating the protagonist through
opposition, Joey shares a perverse Italian-American machismo with
Jake. Similar in personality but less extreme than his brother, Joey
La Motta emphasizes that their behavior is a product of a widespread
ethos, not simply the malaise of a crazy boxer. When Joey finds Vickie
at the Copacabana sharing drinks with Salvy, his furious attack on
Salvy mirrors what Jake might have done. Later, when Jake storms
over to Joey’s home to assault his brother, the camera anticipates


